GREAT OPEN SPACES
the view that I remember best was from the window on the
landing,   The light came flooding in; and as the visitor
stopped on his way downstairs to see what was outside, he
looked out and saw the Pampa. Or, to be quite exact, he saw
nothing in the wide world.   For the world, as he could see,
was very wide indeed; and it consisted principally of light,
At first there was nothing more for him to see than a still
universe of light extending to infinity in the morning sun-
shine; and he stood looking at it from the landing window.
But as he looked, the light resolved itself into a sort of land-
scape ; shapes were gradually defined upon it; and there were
slight differentiations of colour.   For he was looking out
over the rich green of a garden in the foreground, across a
wide perspective of moving cattle vaguely outlined on the
paler green of the middle distance, into a vista without
end where the level green stretched endlessly away until
it met the sky and faded into blue.   The Pampa is a one-
colour landscape; but though it may be painted from a
modest palette, the variations of its green are infinite, from
the deep tones of the foreground to the faint whisper of its
dying green that meets the sky twenty miles away.  But
each of them is plainly visible, since nothing intervenes
between the watcher and the distant skyline.  There are no
features; nothing rises up to cast a shadow or to break the
long perspective.  For the landscape has only two di-
mensions ; and the Pampa spreads its endless monochrome
of green without a single vertical to interrupt it.
The world has other spaces; but I know of none that are
so level The prairies undulate across the plains of North
America; the Sahara is a dry wilderness of dead river-
valleys and sand mountains; and cartographers portray the
desiccated features of Arabia on crowded maps, But one
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